Device security reinvented,
for a better future

Devicie automates end-user
device security and management
so your people can do their best
work safely and productively.

Harnessing the power of automation, Devicie
ensures all employee devices are secure, compliant
and optimised with a cloud-native solution that
minimises human intervention and liberates IT teams
from manual configuration.
Our cloud-native platform delivers a modern
workplace as a service across all your end user
Windows, macOS, iOS and Android devices,
wherever they are located.
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Intune and Devicie are an
outstanding security combo

Onboarding Devicie
is fast and painless

Microsoft Intune is the foundation on which
Devicie is built, and Intune allows Devicie to
deliver a mix of security and productivity in a
way that has not been possible before.

What makes Devicie so unique is that it delivers
a powerful modern workplace as a service.
The platform is completely cloud-native and
leverages automation to ensure uncompromising
security, ongoing compliance and complete
visibility and control.

Devicie’s solution:
Configures, customises and automates the
deployment of Intune across your fleet of
end-user devices.
Leverages Intune to natively deliver and
manage best practice security across your
device fleet.
Devicie fully automates Intune and integrates
with Azure Active Directory (AAD).

Onboarding Devicie takes place in a matter
of hours. This includes your operating system,
applications, management policies and Intune
configuration. Prior to organisation roll out, we
run a two-week production validation with your
pilot group to ensure everything is running as it
should. This requires minimal IT effort at your end.
Devicie is then ready to be rolled out across
your organisation, so your people can do their
best work safely and productively.

We’re committed to making end-user device security
a seamless journey for your organisation. Talk to us
today for a one-on-one consult and demo of Devicie.

ABOUT DEVICIE
Devicie automates an uncompromising level of end-user device
security for organisations, and does this in a way that provides
a radically better enablement and management experience for
end users and IT teams. We have solved the security versus
productivity dilemma for end-user devices, with a cloud-native
solution that delivers a modern workplace as a service.
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